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1. FAMILY JEWELS The new Jewel Collection by Zuster is a boutique
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FROM EMERGING TO ESTABLISHED BRANDS
IN FURNITURE, LIGHTING AND HOMEWARES, THE
RECENT DENFAIR SHOWCASED SOME OF THE BEST
LOCAL DESIGN TALENT. BY LUISA VOLPATO.

range of 10 heirloom pieces featuring hand-carved timber forms with
jewel-like embellishments of hand-blown glass, precious stones, marble
and hints of copper and brass, POA, zuster.com.au. 2. MARBLE MIX
Custom-design your Tondo side table with your choice of powder-coated
base in black, white, copper or brass, and Black Marquina or Carrara marble
top, from $600, redfoxandwilcox.com.au. 3. PRECIOUS PENDANT The
Eido lighting collection pushes the boundaries of porcelain, craftsmanship
and technology, from $520 for a single pendant to $3250 for this stunning
cluster of seven diffusers, porcelainbear.com. 4. WINK WINK The Wink
table lamp has a sleek base and distinctive optional metallic reflector disc
that allows more control of the glowing LED lamp, from $256, ismobjects.
com.au. 5. SLING SEAT The Saddler Chair by industrial designer Dennis
Abalos pays homage to leather artisans known as Master Saddlers and
is made locally from Australian materials including Tasmanian Celery
Top Pine and hand-stitched saddle leather. Also available in all black,
$1790, abalos.com.au. 6. NEW NOIR Part of a limited edition of only 49,
the Pinch Noir bench seat (which doubles as a coffee table complete with
magazine hanging rack) proves that black never goes out of style, from
$4980, sawdustbureau.com. 7. SOFT LANDING A reinvention of the classic
ottoman, the Coco feeds the senses with colour, texture and shape. In
three sizes and a range of textiles with Tasmanian Oak timber feet, from
$650-$1545, anacastudio.com.au. 8. FACETED FEATURE The Earl Pinto
Tiled Cabinet with 3D carved and hand-coloured ‘tiled’ detail will make
a statement in any space and can be completely customised to any size,
configuration and colour, $4400 as shown, earlpinto.com.au.
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LUISA VOLPATO IS AN
INTERIOR DESIGNER,
STYLIST AND WRITER.
LUISAVOLPATO.COM.AU
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